LING 300 - Topics in Linguistics: Introduction to Programming and Text Processing for Linguists

Week 6

Jupyter and Basic Python 3
Today: Code Review!

- New pre-organized rooms - choose a round-robin cycle
  - A checks B’s, B checks C’s, C checks A’s
- Start by going to your partner’s directory and doing:
  ```bash
cp assignment.py assignment_graded.py
```
- **Edit** `assignment_graded.py`, make comments like I do:
  ```python
  ### [AE] This is great!
  ```
- ~30 mins review, ~20 mins discussion
Jupyter!

- Live Demo of Assignment 5
- Basic steps:
  - `wget` assignment link into your Quest `week6` directory
  - `Do` unzip `assignment.zip`
  - Go to `https://jupyter.questanalytics.northwestern.edu` (must be on NU VPN)
  - Navigate to your `week6` dir and open ‘Assignment 5.ipynb’